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11-1  General 
 
a.  The ability to provide survey control to supported 
units in the absence of existing control enhances the 
capabilities of the units being supported.   
 
b.  Control established by hasty methods is generally 
not common to other survey control on the battlefield.  
When control established by hasty methods is 
common, it is considered to be of a very reduced 
accuracy.  The accuracy of hasty survey is considered 
to be only 1 part in 500 (1/500) at best.  For this 
reason, a hasty survey must always be converted to 
common control at the earliest available time.      
 
11-2  Assumed Control 
 
a.  General.  If no known control is available, survey 
data may be obtained by assuming control.  In other 
words, establishing control through the best available 
resources.  Assuming control allows all echelons of 
survey to start their survey mission immediately, 
without having to wait for higher echelon survey 
teams to provide control.  Once higher echelon 
control is available, conversion to common control 
procedures must be performed by all lower echelon 
units.  
 
    1.  4000 MSGR (AN/PSN-13) Absolute.  An 
absolute position from the GPS-S (4000 MSGR) is 
one source of assumed control.  Using the 4000 
MSGR in the absolute mode will provide a sufficient 
position (10 meter CEP) and elevation.  An azimuth 
must be determined by another means; never use an 
azimuth computed between two absolute stations, 
even for assumed control. 
 
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2.  PLGR (AN/PSN-11).  If no 4000 MSGR 
Absolute points are available, the PLGR is the next 
best source of assumed control.  Using the PLGR in 
the averaging mode will provide a sufficient absolute 
position (10 meter CEP) and elevation.  An azimuth 
must be determined by another means; never use an 
azimuth computed between two PLGR stations, 
even for assumed control. 
     
    3.  Mapspot.  A careful map inspection may be 
used to determine assumed control.  If  possible, the 
azimuth should be determined from a source other 
than the map.  
 
b.  Azimuth.  Azimuth is the most important of the 
three elements of survey; therefore, assuming azimuth 
must be a last resort.  A declinated aiming circle or 
declinated compass can be used to assume azimuth 
when necessary.  Otherwise, an azimuth can be 
assumed from carefully scaling the azimuth from a 
large scale map. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 11 
HASTY SURVEY 

 
   Marine Surveyors will at times be put in situations where either no control exists or it is too 
distant or inaccessible to meet mission requirements.  The surveyor must then use Hasty 
Survey procedures to establish the needed control until a common grid is established.  
Additionally firing units and, fire support assets may need to use hasty survey to self locate 
until a common grid is carried forward by the battalion survey section. 
 

Section I 
SURVEY CONTROL 
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11-3  Description 
 
a.  General.  The M2A2 Aiming Circle is a small, 
lightweight instrument used in firing battery and 
artillery survey operations.  In the firing battery, it is 
the instrument used for orienting (laying) howitzers 
and for performing hasty survey operations.  In the 
artillery survey section, it is used primarily for target 
area surveys (intersection), checking surveyed 
azimuths, and for hasty survey operations.     
 
b.  Specifications.  The M2A2 Aiming Circle 
consists of a 4 power, fixed-focus, 10° field of view 
telescope mounted on a body that permits unlimited 
(6400 mils) horizontal angle measurements and 
vertical angle measurements from -400 mils to +1100 
mils.  The M2A2 weighs approximately 9 lbs. by 
itself and with its associated equipment weighs 21 
lbs.  
 
11-4  M2A2 Body 
 
   The aiming circle body is made up of four principle 
parts:  the telescope assembly, the body assembly, the 
worm housing, and the base plate assembly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11-1 M2A2 Aiming Circle 

 
 
 
 
a.  Telescope Assembly.  The telescope assembly 
consists of the optical system, the vertical level vial, 
the reflector, the eyeshield, and the solar filter. 
 
    1.  Optical System.  A four power, fixed-focus 
telescope forms the optical system of the aiming 
circle.  The telescope reticle is formed by a glass 
etched with a horizontal and vertical crosshair 
intersecting at the center of the field of view.   
 
 a.  The crosshairs are graduated every 5 mils from 0 
to 85 mils from the center of the reticle.  The 
graduations are numbered every 10 mils.   
 
 b.  The Polaris 2 Reticle is installed in most aiming 
circles.  This includes the reticle pattern described 
above as well as three concentric circles that were 
used for aligning stars for the  Polaris 2 method of 
astronomic observations.  This method is no longer 
valid therefore the Polaris 2 portion of the reticle is 
not used. 
 
c.  The telescope body is inclined 45° to allow the 
observer to stand erect and look down into the 
telescope. 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      

Section II 
M2A2 AIMING CIRCLE 
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2.  Telescope Level Vial.  The telescope level vial is 
located on the left side of the telescope.  This level is 
used to establish a horizontal plane along the 
telescope's line of sight.  It is not used in artillery 
survey. 
 
    3.  Reflector.  The reflector is a plastic signal post 
mounted on top of the telescope at the vertical axis of 
the instrument.  The reflector is used as an aiming 
point for other instruments sighting on the aiming 
circle.  It can be illuminated using the aiming circles 
illumination kit. 
 
    4.  Eyeshield.  The eyeshield is a rubber shield that 
blocks light from entering your eyes from the side. 
 
    5.  Solar Filter.  The solar filter is mounted over 
the eyepiece end of the telescope when used for 
observations on the sun.  When not in use, it is stored 
on the filter post on the right side of the telescope, 
above the serial number plate. 
 
b.  Body Assembly.  The body assembly consists of 
the azimuth (horizontal) and elevation (vertical) 
worm mechanisms, the magnetic compass, the 
magnetic compass locking lever, and two horizontal 
plate levels. 
 
    1.  Azimuth (horizontal) Mechanism.   
 
 a.  The azimuth mechanism is generally referred to as 
either recording motion or upper motion.  Lateral 
movement of the azimuth micrometer knob allows for 
fast motion over the azimuth scale.  Rotating the 
azimuth knob allows for slow motion. 
 
 b.  Two scales are used to read a horizontal angle:  
the azimuth scale and the micrometer scale.  The 
azimuth scale is used to read hundreds (0100) of mils.  
It is graduated in 100 mil intervals and numbered 
every 200 mils from 0-6400.  The micrometer scale is 
used to read tens, ones, and half mils.  It is graduated 
every whole mil and numbered every ten mils through 
a 100 mil circle.  The scale can be interpolated to 0.5 
mils. 
 
    2.  Elevation (Vertical) Mechanism.   
 
 a.  The elevation mechanism is generally referred to 
as the vertical motion.  Rotating the elevation 
micrometer knob raises and lowers the telescope 
through its 1500 mil arc.  Stop rings in the 
mechanism prevent the telescope from striking the 
body assembly when the telescope is depressed. 

  b.  Two scales are used to read a vertical angle:  the 
elevation scale and the micrometer scale.  The 
elevation scale is used to read hundreds (0100) of 
mils.  It is graduated in 100 mil intervals and 
numbered every 100 mils from -400 to +1100 mils.  
Negative  graduations are labeled in red, positive in 
black.  The micrometer scale is used to read tens, 
ones, and half mils.  It is graduated every whole mil 
and numbered every ten mils through a 100 mil circle.  
The red numbers designate negative values, the black 
numbers designate positive values.  The scale can be 
interpolated to 0.5 mils.   
 
    3.  Magnetic Compass.  The magnetic compass is 
located in the oblong recess in the top of the body 
assembly.  The magnetic needle is limited in 
movement to approximately 11° arc and is provided 
with copper dampers to aid in settling the needle 
quickly.   
 
 a.  Two viewing windows are available to center the 
needle.  The large window on the top of the body 
assembly is used for rough centering of the needle.  
The second window is comprised of a small glass 
magnifier and a reticle with three etched lines at one 
end of the recess to aid in aligning the south end of 
the needle. 
 
 b.  On the opposite end of the recess is the magnetic 
compass locking lever.  When pointing down, the 
needle is locked in place; when rotated left or right, 
the needle is unlocked.  The needle must always 
remain locked except when it is being used to prevent 
damage to the magnetic compass. 
 
    4.  Horizontal Plate Levels.  On the body 
assembly at the left side of the magnetic compass, are 
two horizontal plate levels: a circular level for rough 
leveling and a tube level fine leveling. 
 
c.  Worm Housing.  The worm housing is the portion 
of the aiming circle between the horizontal azimuth 
scale and the baseplate.  It contains the worm gearing 
for the orienting motion and the leveling screws.   
 
    1.  The orienting motion is generally referred to as 
the lower or non-recording motion.  Nonrecording 
motion is similar to the recording motion in that 
lateral movement of the orienting knob allows for fast 
motion, and rotating the knobs allows for slow 
motion.  Non-recording motion rotates the aiming 
circle around a vertical axis without changing values 
on the horizontal scales.  Caps are provided to cover 
the orienting knobs when they are not being used.  
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    2.  Each of the leveling screws are fitted into a  
threaded socket in the worm housing and attached to 
the base plate by means of a spring plate. 
 
d.  Base Plate Assembly.  The base plate assembly is 
the base of the instrument when it is mounted on a 
tripod and also serves as the base of the carrying case.  
The instrument is attached to the base plate by means 
of the spring plate.  The top of the base plate contains 
a rectangular notation pad for recording the 
declination constant and vertical angle correction.  
The bottom of the base plate assembly has a spring 
loaded cap which covers a 5/8" threaded hole.  This 
hole allows the instrument to be mounted on any 
tripod with a 5/8" fixing screw (i.e. GST-20, M24).  
The base plate is fitted with a rubber gasket that 
creates a watertight seal when the cover is properly 
attached. 
  
11-5  Associated Equipment 
 
    The associated equipment for the M2A2 Aiming 
Circle include the tripod (M24), the carrying case 
cover, and the accessory kit.   
 
a.  Tripod (M24).  The M24 tripod has telescoping 
legs, an aluminum head and cover, and a carrying 
strap.  The legs are adjusted for height and held in 
place by clamping screws.  The hinges at the tripod 
head are adjusted for friction by clamping screws.  
The carrying strap is used to hold the legs together in 
the retracted position and for carrying the tripod.  The 
head cover is affixed to the tripod by a canvas strap. 
 
b.  Carrying Case Cover.  The cover of the carrying 
case is a lightweight, dome-shaped, aluminum cover 
that clamps to the base plate assembly, creating a 
watertight seal. 
 
c.  Accessory Kit.  The accessory kit consists of the 
backplate and cover, the instrument light, the plumb 
bob, and two lamp extractors (see Figure 11-2). 
 
    1.  Backplate and Cover.  The backplate and 
canvas cover serve as the carrying case for the 
instrument light, plumb bob, and extractors.  The 
backplate and cover attach to two clamps on one of 
the tripod legs. 
 
    2.  Instrument Light (M51).  The instrument light 
provides artificial illumination to the instrument and 
the operator.  It consists of a battery tube (two D 
cell), a rheostat knob, and two flexible cords.  The 
rheostat knob is used to adjust the light intensity.  

One of the cords provides illumination to the 
instrument through a lamp bracket which attaches to 
the machined slot on the top of the telescope 
assembly, the other cord is used as a penlight for the 
operator and recorder. 
 
    3.  Plumb Bob.  The plumb bob suspends from a 
hook attached to the fixing screw when used, it is 
rolled and stored in a loop in the canvas cover when 
not in use.      
 
    4.  Lamp Extractor.  The accessory kit contains 
two lamp extractors.  They are use to store extra 
lamps and to remove bad bulbs from their sockets. 

Instrument
Light

Lamp
Extractor

Plumb
Bob

Hand Lamp Backplate
Canvas
Cover

Rheostat

Reticle
Light

 
Figure 11-2    M2A2 Accessory Kit 
 
11-6  Setting Up the M2A2 Aiming Circle 
 
a.  Setting Up The Tripod.  The M24 tripod is the 
primary tripod used with M2A2 aiming circle; 
however, the instrument will mount on any tripod 
with a 5/8" fixing screw. 
 
    1.  Upend the tripod, place the tripod head on the 
toe of your boot, and unbuckle the restraining strap. 
 
   2.  Loosen the leg clamp thumbscrews and extend 
the tripod legs to the desired length.  Tighten the leg 
clamp thumbscrews sufficiently to maintain the 
weight of a instrument.  Do not force the 
thumbscrews. 
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    3.  Spread the legs and place the tripod over the 
occupied station with one leg bisecting the angle to be 
measured.  Set up the tripod head so that the 
telescope will be at a convenient height for the 
operator.  Rough level the tripod. 
 
    4.  Place the plumb bob loop over the hook at the 
fixing screw.  The plumb bob should hang about 1 
inch above the station.  Center the tripod over the 
station to within approximately 1" of plumb. 
 
    5.  Firmly embed the tripod legs in the ground.  
The plumb bob should now be within 0.5 inches 
laterally of center of the station.  The tripod head 
must approximate level once the legs are embedded 
in the ground. 
 
    6.  Remove the tripod head cover.  Leave the cover 
hang on the side of the tripod and lightly wipe your 
hand over the tripod head to remove any sand or dirt. 
 
b.  Attaching the Aiming Circle To The Tripod.  
With the cover still on the instrument, open the spring 
loaded cover on the bottom of the base plate and 
thread the fixing screw into the socket until the 
aiming circle is firmly attached to the tripod.  Unsnap 
the cover latches and remove the cover; hang the 
cover on the leg clamp of the forward tripod leg.  
 
c.  Plumbing And Leveling The Aiming Circle.  
The procedures for plumbing and leveling the aiming 
circle are outlined below. 
 
    1.  Keeping one hand on the instrument, loosen the 
tripod fixing screw.  Carefully slide the instrument 
over the tripod head until the plumb bob is centered 
exactly over the point. 
 
    2.  Tighten the tripod fixing screw.  Do not 
overtighten the fixing screw as this will bend the 
slotted arm and damage the tripod head.   
 
    3.  Loosen the leveling screws to expose 
approximately ½" of threads.  Rotate the instrument 
so that the level vial is aligned with any two leveling 
screws.  Grasp the leveling screw knobs between the 
thumb and forefinger of each hand.  Turn the knobs 
simultaneously so the thumbs of both hands move 
either toward each other or away from each other.  
This movement tightens one screw as it loosens the 
other.  The bubble always moves in the same 
direction as the left thumb.  Center the bubble by 
using these two leveling screw knobs.  This is the first 
position.   

    4.  Rotate the instrument clockwise 1600 mils.  
This second position places the axis of the tubular 
level at a right angle to the first position.  Using the 
third leveling screw knob only, center the bubble. 
    5.  Rotate the instrument clockwise 1600 mils so 
that it is 3200 mils from the first position.  Level the 
instrument using the same two leveling screws as 
were used in the first position.  This is the third 
position. 
 
    6.  Rotate the instrument clockwise 1600 mils so 
that it is 3200 mils from the second position.  Level 
the instrument using the same single leveling screw 
that was used in the second position, this is the fourth 
position. 
 
    7.  Repeat Steps 5 and 6 above until the bubble 
remains centered in both positions. 
 
    8.  Rotate the instrument to the first position.  If the 
bubble remains centered in this position, rotate the 
alidade to the second position.  If the bubble remains 
centered in this position, rotate the alidade throughout 
6,400 mils.  If the bubble remains centered the 
instrument is level. 
 
    9.  If the bubble does not remain centered during 
the procedures in Step 8 but does remain within one 
graduation, level the instrument by bringing the 
bubble halfway back towards the centered position.     
 
11-7  Taking Down the Aiming Circle 
 
    The procedures for taking down (march ordering) 
the M2A2 Aiming Circle are discussed below: 
 
a.  Tighten the leveling screws to their lowest point, 
then back them off ½ turn. 
 
b.  Ensure the magnetic needle is locked, the level 
vials are covered, and the orienting knob covers are 
closed. 
 
c.  Place the azimuth knob over the notation pad. 
d.  Set 0 mils on the vertical angle scale. 
 
e.  Place the cover over the instrument and latch the 
cover locks. 
 
f.  Roll the plumb bob and place it in the accessory 
case. 
 
g.  Keeping one hand on the instrument, unscrew the 
tripod fixing screw and remove the aiming circle from 
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the tripod.  Tighten the tripod cap onto the tripod 
head.  
 
h.  Keeping one hand on the tripod head, loosen the 
thumbscrews and collapse the tripod legs.  Tighten 
the thumbscrews.  Strap the legs together. 
 
11-8  Measuring A Horizontal And 
Vertical Angle With An M2A2 Aiming 
Circle 
 
    In artillery survey, horizontal angles are measured 
at the occupied station from the rear station to the 
forward station.  When horizontal angles are made 
with the aiming circle, two repetitions of the angle are 
measured and the accumulative value is divided by 
two to determine the mean angle.  The procedures for 
measuring a horizontal angle are as follows: 
 
a.  Set up and level the aiming circle. 
 
b.  Zero the azimuth and micrometer scales. 
 
c.  Sight approximately on the rear station using the 
lower (non-recording) fast motion. 
 
d.  Using the lower slow motion, sight on the rear 
station with the vertical crossline.  The last motion 
should be from left to right to reduce backlash due to 
play in the worm gear mechanism.  Check to make 
sure the scales are still set to zero.  Close the 
orienting knob covers. 
 
e.  Using the upper (recording) fast motion, rotate the 
instrument near the forward station, to the left of the 
forward station.   
 
f.  Using the upper slow motion, bring the crosshairs 
exactly on the station.  Read the horizontal angle to 
the nearest 0.5 mils to the recorder. 
 
g.  If vertical angles are required, sight the telescope 
to instrument height at the target using the vertical 
angle knob.  Read the vertical angle to the nearest 0.5 
mils to the recorder. 
h.  With the horizontal angle on the azimuth scale, 
repeat steps c through g above.  The horizontal angle 
measured this time will be an accumulative measure 
of two angles.   
 
i.  Recording and meaning a horizontal angle 
measured with an aiming circle is discussed in 
paragraph 10-10. 
 

11-9  Determining Vertical Angle 
Correction 
 
    To obtain correct measurements of vertical angles 
with the aiming circle, the horizontal axis of the 
telescope must lie in a true horizontal plane when the 
elevation scale is at zero.  If it does not, a vertical 
angle correction must be determined and applied to 
each vertical angle measured.  Two methods may be 
used to determine a vertical angle correction: the 
comparison method and the alternate set up method. 
 
a.  Comparison Method.  In this method, the 
measured vertical angle is compared to a known 
vertical angle. This is normally performed at a 
declination station. The correction is determined as 
follows: 
 
    1.  After determining the declination constant, 
verify the level of the instrument.  Measure and 
record the vertical angle to each azimuth mark to the 
nearest 0.5 mils, making sure that instrument height 
of the aiming circle is the aiming point at the azimuth 
marks. 
 
    2.  Verify the level of the instrument.  Measure and 
record the vertical angles to each azimuth mark to the 
nearest 0.5 mils a second time. 
 
    3.  Determine the mean of the measured vertical 
angles to the nearest 0.1 mils.  Determine the 
differences (±) between the mean measured vertical 
angles and the known vertical angles (Correction = 
Known Vertical Angle - Mean Measured Vertical 
Angle).  If the differences agree within 1 mil of each 
other, determine the mean difference to the nearest 
0.1 mil and record this value with the declination 
constant on the notation pad. 
 
    4.  If the differences do not agree within 1 mil, 
repeat steps 1-3 above. 
 
    5.  Example.  Using a declination station with two 
azimuth marks, the following values are determined: 
AzMk 1:                   Kn Vert:               +23.0 mils 
                     Mn Meas Vert:      +21.4 mils 
                     Corr 1:                     +1.6 mils 
 
AzMk 2:        Kn Vert:                  -9.0 mils 
                     Mn Meas Vert:       -10.8 mils 
                     Corr 2:                     +1.8 mils 
 
Mn Corr  = (Corr 1 + Corr 2) / 2 
  = (1.6 + 1.8) / 2 
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  = +1.7 
 
b.  Alternate Set Up Method.  In this method, two 
stations are set up approximately 100 meters apart 
and properly marked.  It is not necessary to know the 
coordinates and elevation of the stations or the 
azimuth between the stations.   
 
    1.  The aiming circle is set up and leveled over one 
of the stations (station A). 
 
    2.  The instrument height is measured and marked 
on a range pole.  The range pole is set up over the 
other station (station B). 
 
    3.  Measure and record the vertical angle to the 
mark on the range pole to the nearest 0.5 mils. 
 
    4.  The aiming circle is then moved to station B, set 
up and leveled. 
 
    5.  The instrument height is measured and marked 
on the range pole.  The range pole is set up over 
station A. 
 
    6.  Measure and record the vertical angle to the 
mark on the range pole to the nearest 0.5 mils. 
 
    7.  The vertical angles measured over the two lines 
are compared; if they are numerically equal, no 
vertical angle correction is necessary.  If they are not 
equal, the vertical angle correction is determined in 
the following manner: 
 
 a.  The correction is numerically equal to one half of 
the algebraic sum of the two vertical angles.  In other 
words, add the angles together and then divide by 
two.  Express the solution to the nearest 0.1 mils. 
 
 b.  The sign of the correction is opposite the sign of 
the algebraic sum of the two vertical angles. 
 
    8.  Example:  If the first angle is +22.0 mils and the 
second angle is -24.0, the algebraic sum is -2.0 mils.  
The value of the correction is one half the sum, or 1.0 
mils.  The sign of the correction is opposite the sign 
of the sum; therefore, the vertical angle correction in 
this example is +1.0 mils.  
  
11-10  UTM Grid Declination Constant 
 
a.  Three types of north are considered of importance 
to artillery surveyors: true, magnetic, and UTM grid.  
True north is the northerly direction of the meridian 

of longitude which includes your position.  Magnetic 
north is the direction from your position to the north 
pole of the earth's magnetic field.  UTM grid north is 
the northerly direction of a line which includes your 
position and is parallel to the central meridian of your 
UTM grid zone (See Chapter 3, Section II).         
 
b.  To determine grid north with an instrument 
equipped with a magnetic needle, the angular 
difference between UTM grid north and magnetic 
north must first be determined.  The clockwise angle 
from UTM grid north to magnetic north is the UTM 
grid declination constant (see Figure 11-3).  It may 
also be referred to as the UTM grid azimuth of 
magnetic north. 

GN

MN

Declination
Constant

GN

MN

Declination
Constant

 
Figure 11-3    Angular Value Representing UTM 
Grid Declination 
 
11-11  When To Declinate An Aiming 
Circle  
 
   The following rules apply to the circumstances 
which indicate that declination of an aiming circle is 
required: 
 
1.  The aiming circle must be declinated after an 
electrical storm or after a severe shock such as falling 
from a vehicle.  The magnetic needle is a delicately 
balanced mechanism and any shock can cause a 
significant change in the declination constant of the 
instrument. 
 
2.  The aiming circle should be declinated when 
moved more than 25 miles(40 Km) from the area in 
which it was last declinated.  The change in the angle 
between magnetic north and UTM grid north is 
significant enough over 25 miles (40 Km) to change 
the declination constant.  Also, the effects of local 
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magnetic attraction may cause a change in the 
declination constant over a few hundred meters. 
 
3.  The aiming circle should be declinated at least 
every 30 days. 
 
    1.  This is to minimize the effects of accidents 
which have occurred to the instrument and to factor in 
the changes in the Earth's magnetic field.  The Earth's 
magnetic field has an annual change which can be 
calculated under standard conditions, the field is also 
affected by other forces such as sun spots, and the 
Sun's and the Moon's gravity field. 
 
    2.  If a radical change (± 2 mils) in the declination 
constant is observed after a monthly declination, the 
instrument should be redeclinated after a few days to 
ensure that the change was not caused by the 
temporary effects of a magnetic storm or sun spots.   
 
4.  When an aiming circle is returned from a 
maintenance facility or upon initial issue of an aiming 
circle, it must be declinated. 
 
5.  Batteries should check the declination of their 
aiming circles at each firing position established by 
battalion surveyors.  This will provide the battery 
with a valid declination should they move to a new 
location before the battalion surveyors have 
established known control.       
 
11-12  Declination Stations 
 
a.  General.  A declination station should be 
established at a location that is convenient to the 
using units. 
 
    1.  It may be established by any echelon of survey, 
regimental, battalion, or battery, as required by the 
situation.  Declination stations within a battalion area 
of operations are the responsibility of the battalion 
survey section; however, for garrison training, most 
declination stations on Marine Corps installations are 
established by the regimental section. 
 
    2.  Declination stations should have at least two 
(four if possible) well defined azimuth marks with 
known azimuths in different quadrants; however, one 
azimuth mark may be sufficient to declinate an 
aiming circle.  The azimuth marks should be more 
than 1000 meters from the declination station; 
however, in heavily wooded areas, this may not be 
possible.  An azimuth mark must never be less than 
300 meters from the declination station. 

 
b.  Declination Station Survey Control.  The 
position and elevation of the declination station do 
not have to be of any specific accuracy.  The position 
must be adequate to plot the station on a map and to 
locate the station.  The azimuths to the azimuth marks 
should be at least 5th order.  These azimuths can be 
determined by astronomic observations, real-time 
kinematic (OTF) survey, PADS, traverse, or by 
computations when coordinates of the declination 
station and azimuth marks are of sufficient accuracy 
to provide 5th order azimuths. 
 
c.  Location of the Declination Station.  The 
declination station should be established in an area 
free of local magnetic attraction.  The following 
minimum distances from common objects are 
prescribed: 
 

�� Power lines  150 meters 
�� Electronic equipment 150 meters 
�� Railroad tracks  75 meters 
�� Artillery, tanks, etc. 75 meters 
�� Vehicles   50 meters 
�� Wire fences  30 meters 
�� Personal weapons 10 meters 

 
d.  Vertical Angles.  When a declination station is 
established, the vertical angle to each azimuth mark 
should be measured to determine the vertical angle 
correction. 
 
e.  Azimuth.  The UTM grid azimuth should be listed 
to the nearest 0.1 mils.  The true azimuth to the 
nearest 0.1degree should also be listed for declination 
of meteorological theodolites. 
 
11-13  Declinating The M2A2 Aiming 
Circle At A Declination Station  
 
    When a declination station is available, use the 
following procedures to declinate the aiming circle: 
 
a.  Set up and level the aiming circle over the station. 
 
b.  Using the recording motion, set the known 
azimuth to the first azimuth mark on the azimuth 
scale.  Using the non-recording motion, sight on the 
azimuth mark. 
 
c.  Using the recording fast motion, rotate the 
instrument towards north.  Unlock the magnetic 
needle.  Once the magnetic needle stops bouncing, 
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center the magnetic needle with the recording motion 
while looking through the magnetic needle magnifier. 
d.  Once the magnetic needle is centered, lock the 
magnetic needle. 
 
e.  Read and record the declination constant to the 
nearest 0.5 mils. 
 
f.  Check the level of the aiming circle, then repeat 
steps b. through e. over the remaining azimuth marks. 
 
g.  Compare the values determined in the procedures 
above.  If the spread between the largest and smallest 
reading is less than 2 mils, determine the mean 
declination constant to the nearest 0.5 mils by adding 
the individual readings together, then dividing by the 
number of readings.  If the values do not agree within 
2 mils, repeat the entire process.          
 
h.  Record the declination constant on the notation 
pad. 
 
11-14  Converting A Grid-Magnetic Angle 
To A Declination Constant   
 
a.  General.  If a declination station is not available, 
the Grid-Magnetic (GM) angle can be used to 
determine a declination constant.  The GM angle is 
the angle, east or west, between UTM grid north and 
magnetic north.  This method must be used only in 
the absence of a known azimuth and must be updated 
as soon as a known azimuth is available, even if that 
known azimuth is from hasty methods.  Also, if the 
map declination diagram is more than 10 years old, 
the GM angle may be questionable due to annual 
change in the Earth's magnetic field. 
 
b.  Determining A Declination Constant.  A 
declination constant can easily be determined by 
simple math.  The following paragraphs discuss the 
relationship between a GM angle and grid 
declination. 
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Figure 11-4    Relationship Between A GM Angle 
And A Declination Constant   
    1.  If magnetic north is east of grid north, the 
declination constant is equal to the GM angle.  
 
    2.  If magnetic north is west of grid north, the 
declination constant is equal to 6400 mils minus the 
GM angle. 
 
11-15  Hasty Declination Of The M2A2 
Aiming Circle  
 
    When a declination station is not available and the 
map declination is questionable, use the following 
procedures to determine a hasty declination station: 
 
a.  Select a point on the map that is easily identifiable 
on the ground.  Set up and level the aiming circle 
over that point. 
 
b.  Select two distant points that can be identified 
both on the map and the ground.  Scale the azimuth to 
the two points from the occupied station. 
 
c.  Use the azimuths scaled from the map as if they 
were known azimuths.  Declinate the aiming circle as 
described in paragraph 11-13.   
 
d.  Compare the two values determined for the 
declination constant; they must agree within 10 mils.  
If they do, mean the values to determine the 
declination constant.  If they do not, repeat the entire 
process. 
 
e.  A declination constant determined in this manner 
must be verified at the first opportunity. 
 
11-16  Determining A Grid Azimuth With 
The M2A2 Aiming Circle  
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    A declinated aiming circle can be used to 
determine a grid azimuth.  This is used in artillery 
survey mostly for verifying azimuths determined by 
other methods, but can also be used for determining 
azimuths to targets from an observation post without 
a surveyed azimuth mark.  The procedures for 
determining a grid azimuth with a declinated aiming 
circle are as follows: 
 
a.  Set up and level the aiming circle. 
 
b.  Using the recording motion, set the declination 
constant on the azimuth scales. 
 
c.  With the non-recording fast motion, rotate the 
instrument towards north.  Unlock the magnetic 
needle.  Once the magnetic needle stops bouncing, 
center the needle using the non-recording slow 
motion while looking into the magnetic needle 
magnifier. 
 
d.  Lock the magnetic needle. 
 
e.  Using the recording motion, sight on the forward 
station or target.  Read and record the grid azimuth to 
the nearest 0.5 mils. 
 
11-17  Orienting The M2A2 Aiming 
Circle On A Known Azimuth  
 
    An aiming circle can be oriented to a known 
azimuth and then used to determine a grid azimuth.  
This is used in artillery survey mostly for determining 
azimuths to targets from an observation post with a 
surveyed azimuth mark.  The procedures for orienting 
the aiming circle on a known azimuth are as follows: 
 
a.  Set up and level the aiming circle over the station. 
 
b.  Using the recording motion, set the known 
azimuth on the azimuth scales. 
 
c.  With the non-recording motion, sight on the 
azimuth mark. 
 
d.  Using the recording motion, sight on the forward 
station or target.  Read and record the grid azimuth to 
the nearest 0.5 mils. 
 
11-18  Care Of The Aiming Circle And Its 
Associated Equipment 
 
    Proper care of an instrument will prolong its life 
and ensure its usability when needed.  Care and 

maintenance of the aiming circle is discussed in detail 
in TM 9-1290-262-10. 
 
a.  Lenses.  The lenses should cleaned with a camel 
hair brush and lens paper.  If a smudge will not come 
clean with the lens paper, moisten the paper with 
clean water, then wipe the lens with a lint free cloth.  
Care should be taken not to scratch the lens or to 
remove the bluish coating.  The bluish coating 
reduces glare for the observer. 
 
b.  Tripod.  The tripod head should be wiped clean 
of dirt and moisture and should be examined for nicks 
or burrs before mounting the aiming circle.  The 
screws and bolts must be kept snug.  Loose screws 
can allow the tripod to twist slightly, causing 
measurement errors.  Do not overtighten the bolts and 
screws to prevent stripping the threads. 
 
c.  Magnetic Needle.  Always ensure the magnetic 
needle is locked when not in use. 
 
d.  Cleaning.  The instrument and its accessories 
must be kept clean and dry.  Metal parts should be 
cleaned of grease and oil with mineral spirits and 
wiped dry.  Care must be taken to insure that the 
threads of the leveling screws are clean and turn 
easily.  Polished surfaces can be given a thin coat of 
light grade aircraft instrument lubricating oil to 
prevent rust.  Electrical equipment can be cleaned 
with trichlorethylene.  Canvas parts can be cleaned 
with soap and water and a scrub brush, as can wood 
and metal parts not on the aiming circle itself. 
 
e.  Storing The Aiming Circle.  The aiming circle 
should be stored in a dry ventilated area.  Never store 
the aiming circle or its equipment while wet or damp.  
Allow the aiming circle to air dry with its cover off 
before storing.  
 
11-19  Maintenance Checks And 
Adjustments 
 
    Five maintenance checks should be made on the 
aiming circle.  If any of these checks, other than the 
micrometer knob check, indicates an adjustment is 
necessary; the instrument must be turned into a 
maintenance facility. 
 
a.  Level Vial Check.  After the aiming circle is set 
up and leveled, rotate the instrument through 6400 
mils.  If either the fisheye level or the vial level do 
not stay centered, turn the instrument in to a 
maintenance facility. 
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b.  Tilted Reticle Check.  After the aiming circle has 
been set up and leveled, place the vertical crosshair 
on a distant well defined point.  Elevate and depress 
the telescope.  If the vertical crosshair moves off the 
point as the telescope is elevated and depressed, the 
instrument should be turned in to a maintenance 
facility. 
 
c.  Micrometer Knob Adjustment.  The only 
adjustment that may be made by the operator is the 
micrometer knob adjustment. 
 
    1.  Checking and Adjusting the Azimuth 
Micrometer.  The azimuth micrometer is checked 
and adjusted as follows: 
 
 a.  Set the zero of the azimuth scale opposite the 
index mark. 
 
 b.  If the zero of the micrometer knob is opposite the 
index mark, no adjustment is necessary.  If the zero is 
not opposite the index, loosen the screws on the end 
of the micrometer knob and slip the micrometer scale 
to align the zero and the index. 
 
 c.  Hold the azimuth knob and the micrometer scale 
in position and tighten the azimuth micrometer 
screws.  These screws strip easily, do not overtighten 
the screws. 
 
 d.  Check to ensure both the zero on the azimuth scale 
and the zero on the azimuth micrometer are opposite 
their respective index marks. 
 
    2.  Checking and Adjusting the Elevation 
Micrometer.  The elevation micrometer is checked 
and adjusted as follows: 
 
 a.  Set the zero of the elevation scale opposite the 
index mark.  
 
 b.  If the zero of the micrometer knob is opposite the 
index mark, no adjustment is necessary.  If the zero is 
not opposite the index, loosen the screws on the end 
of the elevation micrometer knob and slip the 
micrometer scale to align the zero and the index. 
 
 c.  Hold the elevation knob and the micrometer scale 
in position and tighten the elevation micrometer 
screws.  These screws strip easily, do not overtighten 
the screws. 
 

 d.  Check to ensure both the zero on the elevation 
scale and the zero on the elevation micrometer are 
opposite their respective index marks. 
 
d.  Level Line Check.  The level line check is the 
same procedure as the steps for determining the 
vertical angle correction (see paragraph 11-9).  The 
purpose of the level line check is to determine 
whether the correct values are obtained when vertical 
angles are measured with the aiming circle.  If correct 
vertical angles are not obtained with the instrument 
and there is not adequate time to turn the instrument 
in for repair, a vertical angle correction can be 
determined.  This check must be made after the 
micrometer knob adjustment described above.  
 
e.  Magnetic Needle Check.  The magnetic needle is 
checked to insure the needle does not stick and that it 
settles smoothly when centered in the needle 
magnifier.  Once the instrument is set up and leveled, 
orient the telescope towards north.  Release the 
magnetic needle and center it in the needle 
magnifying window.  Slowly move a piece of iron or 
steel back and forth in front of the instrument to cause 
the needle to move on its pivot.  Allow the needle to 
settle.  If the needle does not settle centered in the 
window, turn it in to a maintenance facility.  This test 
must be performed each time the instrument is 
declinated and should be performed each time the 
instrument is used to determine any values with the 
magnetic needle. 
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11-20  General 
 
a.  The capabilities afforded to a survey section with 
respect to hasty survey are limited only to the 
surveyors imagination and innovation.  The surveyor 
must  provide the most accurate data available at the 
time.   Marine surveyors  must maintain a certain 
level of proficiency with all hasty survey methods to 
ensure a necessary level of flexibility in the survey 
section.  
 
b.  Hasty survey methods available to Marine 
surveyors are generally grouped by the survey 
element (azimuth, position, and elevation) they 
provide. 
 
c.  All data determined by hasty survey methods must 
be converted to common control as soon as the 
situation permits (See Chapter 13). 
 
11-21  Azimuth Determination 
 
a.  General.  Azimuth is the most important element 
of artillery survey.  For this reason, most hasty survey 
methods are designed to determine azimuth.   
 
b.  Currently the methods of determining azimuth to 
hasty survey specifications are: 
 
 Hasty Astro 
 Simultaneous Observation 
 Declinated Aiming Circle 
 Directional Traverse 
 Scaled from a map 
 Compass (e.g. M2 or Lensatic) 
 
c.  Accuracy.   
 
    1.  For any astronomic method listed above, the 
considered accuracy is ±2 mils when determined with 
an aiming circle. 
 
    2.  The azimuth accuracy of a directional traverse 
using an aiming circle is determined by multiplying 
the number of horizontal angles measured by 0.5 
mils.   
 
    3.  An azimuth determined by a declinated aiming 
circle (declination performed at a surveyed 

declination station) is considered accurate to ±10 
mils, not  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
counting the effects of local magnetic attraction.  If 
the declination was made from a map G-M angle, the 
accuracy is diminished by the age of the map's 
declination diagram information. 
 
    4.  Accuracy of an azimuth determined by a 
compass (M2 or lensatic) is dependent on the 
accuracy of the type of grid to magnetic conversion 
used and local magnetic attraction.  Generally 10 to 
20 mils. 
 
    5.  Accuracy of an azimuth determined by scaling 
from a map is dependent on the accuracy of the 
plotted positions, map scale, and whether or not the 
map is generated from a conformal projection.  In 
practice, 10 to 100 mils.     
 
d.  Verification.  All azimuths determined by these 
hasty methods must be verified by a mapspot to 
reduce the incidence of blunders. 
 
e.  The preferred "hasty" method of determining 
azimuth is the one that will provide the most accuracy 
for that particular situation. 
 
11-22  Position Determination 
 
a.  General.  Position can be determined by several 
different methods as well.   
 
b.  Methods.  Some hasty methods used by artillery 
surveyors to determine a position are listed below: 
 

�� PLGR/4000 MSGR (Absolute)  
��Traverse 
�� Graphic Resection 
�� Scaled from map 

 
c.  Accuracy.   
 
    1.  Accuracy of positions determined by GPS 
absolute survey is dependent mostly on the amount of 
averaging time allowed.  When properly set up and 
operated, the PLGR can provide data accurate to 10 
meters CEP, (Averaging mode,FOM 1, 1 day old 

Section III 
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almanac, and 300 averages obtained).  These values 
assume the presence of a valid daily crypto key  and 
correct datum selection. 
    2.  Position accuracy from a hasty traverse is 
dependent mostly on the means of data determination.  
In other words, if graphic traverse procedures are 
used, the position accuracy is considered in the area 
of 50 meters radial error, if the field data is computed 
by a survey computer system or by the LCU (BCS), 
the accuracy is in the range of 25 to 50 meters.  The 
largest error source in hasty traverse is distance 
determination.  Subtense tables leave a large margin 
of error.  For example, using the M16A2 tables, a 
horizontal angle of 7.0 mils corresponds to a distance 
of 146 meters, a horizontal angle of 7.5 mils 
corresponds to a distance of 137 meters.  A 0.5 mil 
error in angle determination works out to a possible 9 
meter distance error on this leg. 
 
    3.  Position accuracy of a graphic traverse is 
considered to be approximately 50 meters radial 
error. 
 
    4.  Mapspot positions are dependent on the scale of 
the mapsheet and the abilities of the surveyor.  In 
practice, a mapspot position can be considered 
accurate to approximately 100 meters on a 1:50,000 
scale map.     
 
d.  Verification.  All positions determined by these 
hasty methods must be verified by a mapspot to 
reduce the incidence of blunders. 
 
11-23  Elevation Determination 
 
    A hasty elevation can be determined by absolute 
GPS methods, altimetric observations, or by mapsot. 
 
a.  Elevation is the weakest component of a GPS 
absolute position; therefore, when a GPS elevation is 
determined, that elevation must be verified by 
mapspot.  A properly operated GPS can provide 
elevations accurate to ±10 meters. 
 
b.  Altimetric elevation accuracy is dependant largely 
on the quality of the barometer in the altimeter.  All 
altimetric elevations must be verified by mapspot. 
 
c.  The contour lines on a NIMA topographic map 
(1:50,000 scale) are considered to be accurate to 1/2 
contour interval, 90% of the time; in other words, a 
mapspot elevation should never be considered more 
accurate than 1 contour interval for that mapsheet. 
 


